Two models of how people predict the next outcome in a sequence of binary events were developed and compared on the basis of gambling data from a lab experiment using hierarchical Bayesian techniques. The results from a student sample (N = 39) indicated that a model that considers run length ("drift model")-that is, how often the same event has previously occurred in a row-provided a better description of the data than did a stationary model taking only the immediately prior event into account. Both, expectation of negative and of positive recency was observed, and these tendencies mostly grew stronger with run length. For some individuals, however, the relationship was reversed, leading to a qualitative shift from expecting positive recency for short runs to expecting negative recency for long runs. Both patterns could be accounted for by the drift model but not the stationary model. The results highlight the importance of applying hierarchical analyses that provide both group-and individual-level estimates. Further extensions and applications of the approach in the context of the prediction literature are discussed.
Introduction
When making predictions, people often take previous outcomes into account. In basketball, for example, people sometimes predict that a player's probability to score increases if the previous throw was successful, an assumption that is referred to as the hot-hand belief (Gilovich, Vallone, & Tversky, 1985) . In finance, buying stocks that have previously performed well and selling those with poor past returns is known as momentum trading (De Bondt & Thaler, 1985) . The prediction that a run of the same outcome will continue is often referred to as expectation of positive recency (Burns, 2004) . For binary sequences, positive recency yields the same predictions as a "win-stay, lose-shift" strategy, which is widespread in research on game theory (Nowak & Sigmund, 1993) .
The reverse policy predicts that the next outcome will be different from the previous one; this describes the expectation of negative recency. A classic example of this strategy is the "gambler's fallacy," which refers to the tendency of roulette players to bet on red after the wheel has landed on black (Croson & Sundali, 2005; Laplace, 1820 Laplace, /1951 .
Whether assumptions of positive or negative recency increase prediction accuracy depends on the structure of the environment. For positively autocorrelated (i.e., "patchy") sequences, assuming positive recency is adaptive; for negatively autocorrelated (i.e., alternating) sequences, assuming negative recency is adaptive (Scheibehenne, Wilke, & Todd, 2011) . Most previous studies seem to have found a tendency toward positive recency, with important moderators being the assumed data-generating process (Ayton & Fischer, 2004; Caruso, Waytz, & Epley, 2010) , the type of presentation (Barron & Leider, 2010) , and the experienced sequence length (Hahn & Warren, 2009 ). Croson and Sundali (2005) observed that real-life roulette players are particularly prone to the gambler's fallacy when the other outcome has occurred over four times in succession. Barron and Leider (2010) reported a similar increase for run lengths of three or more using a virtual roulette wheel in a lab study. Others have found that perceived streakiness monotonically increased up to a run length of three and then remained steady (Carlson & Shu, 2007) .
Effect of run length
A systematic influence of preceding run length may lead to interesting behavioral patterns. For example, decision makers might exhibit positive recency for short and negative recency for long runs. Jarvik (1951) reported initial empirical evidence for this co-occurrence of both positive and negative recency. When predicting pseudorandom series of two words, participants expected positive recency at a run of one, but turned toward negative recency for longer runs. In an experiment using coin tosses, Altman and Burns (2005) found a curvilinear relationship, with positive-recency bets occurring more often at both short and long run lengths. However, conclusions about the effect of run length that are based on existing research are somewhat limited, because investigations of behavior at runs longer than three or four are very rare.
Hierarchical Bayesian approach
Past research on recency effects in outcome predictions has commonly focused on group-level data. Although this increases statistical power, it conceals individual differences. In the extreme case, the averaged data are not representative of any single individual (Estes, 1956) . This effect may also hold for research on recency effects. For example, McClelland and Hackenberg (1978) reported strong individual differences in how people predict gender in birth sequences. Likewise, Sundali and Croson (2006) found that roulette players at a casino were about equally divided into hot-hand players and gambler's fallacy players. Presumably, individual differences become even more important if run length is taken into account.
Hierarchical Bayesian techniques allow for capturing individual differences while preserving high statistical power by partially pooling the individual-level parameter estimates through higher-level group distributions (Carlin & Louis, 2009 ). This joint estimation of all parameters increases statistical power on the individual level and shrinks the leverage of possible outliers at the group level (Kruschke, 2010b) . Here, we will outline how this approach can be fruitfully applied to research on recency effects in outcome predictions. As a starting point, we will define two competing models that are then tested on the basis of a choice experiment in which participants repeatedly indicated which of two outcomes would occur next and placed a bet on their decision.
One way to formally reconcile both positive and negative recency is to map them on a continuum that describes the probability π to predict the same outcome for the next event that has just been observed. Here, positive recency occurs for π > .5, whereas π < .5 indicates negative recency. When estimating recency effects irrespective of run length, a single free parameter α ranging between 0 and 1 can be used to describe π across all t trials:
As this yields an overall recency estimate, we refer to it as a "stationary" model. Since the model only depends on the immediately prior event, it satisfies path independence, or the Markov condition (Oskarsson, Van Boven, McClelland, & Hastie, 2009) .
To incorporate the effect of run length, we extended the stationary model by one parameter β, which describes the change of π as a function f of the previous run length, denoted r (e.g., for a hypothetical sequence {R, B, B, B, R} of red and black outcomes, r is {1, 1, 2, 3, 1}):
Because for run lengths greater than one, recency does not just depend on the last outcome, but also on r, we refer to it as the drift model. Here, a positive β parameter indicates that people are more likely to predict a continuation of a streak, the longer it lasts; a negative β parameter indicates that the probability to switch increases with run lengths greater than one. For β = 0, the probability to stay or switch remains constant for different run lengths, and the drift model reduces to the stationary model. Note that the drift model allows for a combination of positive and negative recency that cannot be accounted for by the stationary model.
Since π describes a probability, its value must stay between 0 and 1, even for high values of r. Here, one option would be to apply a nonlinear link function; another option would be to retain a linear relationship between r and π by restricting the possible range of β contingent on α and r max (the longest occurring run). We chose the latter approach because the linearity assumption allows for an intuitive interpretation of the obtained parameter values, similarly to a linear regression. For a given α, we limited the range of β between δ * α (upper limit) and δ * α -δ (lower limit), where δ is defined as -1/(r max -1). This restriction reflects the idea that the possible increase in positive recency is limited if π is high initially (α > .5), and vice versa for α < .5. Thus, consistent with theoretical assumptions, the β and α parameters in the drift model are negatively correlated a priori.
Since the drift model includes the stationary model as a special case, it will always provide a better fit to the observed data. Thus, the question of which model better accounts for peoples' prediction strategy cannot be answered on the basis of model fit alone, but must also take the models' complexity into account. Here, Bayesian techniques provide a principled way to compare the two models on the basis of the Bayes factor, which indicates the ratio of the observed evidence of one model over the other (Kass & Raftery, 1995) . Bayesian techniques also yield precise estimates of the models' parameters on the group and individual levels, including full joint posterior probability distributions providing information about the parameters' reliability and correlations.
Predictions
As was outlined above, predicting sequences of events may just depend on the immediately previous outcome, as described by the stationary model, or it may be contingent on run length, as predicted by the drift model. On the basis of the results of past research, we predict that the drift model will provide a better account of peoples' prediction strategies.
Within the drift model, the next question is in what manner would predictions change with run length. Many previous experiments found an initial tendency for positive recency. In this case, a decrease of π with run length (i.e., a negative β parameter) seems likely a priori, because as outlined above, this limits the range by which π can increase further. Thus, one might expect a change from positive to negative recency. Alternatively, an initial propensity for positive recency could be further strengthened as run length increased, which would yield a positive correlation between α and β.
Method

Participants
Fourty students at the University of Basel participated in the experiment in exchange for course credit or a book voucher worth 15 Swiss francs (15 US dollars) plus a performancedependent bonus (0-5 Swiss francs). One participant always predicted the same outcome and was excluded from further analyses because these data yielded no variance, and hence no opportunity to model the responses.
Experimental task
Each participant completed a total of 256 prediction trials, presented as a computerized gambling game. Participants saw a wheel of fortune with two equally likely outcomes (red/black). On each round, they first decided on the color and then placed a bet on the outcome, ranging from 10 to 90 points. If participants selected the correct color, they won the betted points, otherwise they lost them. Participants were given an initial endowment of 500 points and were reimbursed dependent upon their final task earnings. No information was given about the rules or processes that generated the observed outcomes. Throughout the experiment, a vertical history bar displayed the outcomes of the ten preceding rounds.
Sequences
In order to present participants with longer runs of one color without eliciting the impression that sequences deviated from a random distribution, each color sequence was randomly drawn on the basis of the following rules: The first and third sets of 64 color items stemmed from a Bernoulli distribution with a base rate (i.e., the probability of red over black) and alternation probability of .5 each. The second and last sets of 64 items also had a base rate of .5, but the alternation probability was set to .3 (equivalent to an autocorrelation of .4). Thus, the mean alternation rate across the sequence was .4. To allow for a better comparison between individuals, only sequences containing exactly two runs of length eight (indicating the maximum run length, r max ), three runs of length seven and six, five runs of length five, and no runs longer than eight were used, which approximately matched the expected run lengths in the case on hand.
Model implementation
The models were implemented in a hierarchical Bayesian framework. This required specifying the likelihood function and prior probabilities of all parameters, including the group level. 1 On each trial t, the likelihood of predicting the same outcome that had been previously observed (denoted x) was modeled as a Bernoulli distribution, with parameter π ti indicating the probability to stay for each individual i:
Uninformative prior distributions were assigned to the group-level means and standard deviations of all parameters, such that all possible values of α (stationary model) and all possible parameter combinations of α and β (drift model) were equally probable on the individual level. For the drift model, α and β were drawn from a joint grouplevel distribution that also yielded their correlation. Both models were estimated using Monte Carlo Markov chain samplers based on the BUGS programming language, implemented in JAGS (Plummer, 2011) and called from within the R software (Version 2.14.0). To improve estimation efficiency and allow for proper aggregation of the individual parameter estimates, the group-level means were sampled from normal distributions and then rescaled to match the intended range on the individual level through probit transformations.
Results
Participants took 28 min on average to complete the task (SD = 3 min) and predicted 52.1 % of trials (SD = 3.8 %) correctly. The average task earnings were 743 points (SD = 1, 192) , which translated to an average payoff of 1 Swiss franc.
Stationary model estimates
On the group level, the mean probability α to stay on the same color was .61, and 95 % of the highest posterior density (HPD 95 ) ranged from .56 to .67, indicating credible evidence for positive recency expectations across all individuals. As is shown in Fig. 1 , considerable variability was observed across individuals: For the majority of participants (n = 25), α was credibly higher than .5 (positive recency); for five participants, α was credibly lower than .5 (negative recency); and for nine participants, α was not credibly different from .5. Bayes factor estimates obtained through the Savage-Dickey density ratio further confirmed the evidence for positive and negative recency on the individual level (Morey, Rouder, Pratte, & Speckman, 2011) .
Drift model estimates
For the drift model, the mean of the group-level α parameter was estimated at .62 (HPD 95 from .57 to .66). The mean β parameter estimate was 0 (HPD 95 from -.03 to .03), indicating that the probability of choosing the same outcome as on the last trial did not vary as a function of run length. Again, these group-level results concealed considerable individual differences. As is displayed in Fig. 2 , β was credibly higher than 0 for ten of the 39 participants (26 %, positive slope), and another nine participants (23 %) were best described by a negative slope (β < 0). Figure 3 shows the posterior means of α and β for each participant. The means were positively correlated across participants (r = .6, calculated from the group-level distribution), despite an a priori negative correlation. For 22 individuals (56 %), the initial tendency for either positive or negative recency was further enhanced as runs increased. The remaining 17 individuals (44 %) had α > .5 and β < 0, indicating a decrease of positive recency as runs increased. For ten individuals (26 %), this led to the co-occurrence of both positive and negative recency (for short and longer runs, respectively). The opposite case, a drift from negative recency to positive recency, did not occur.
Toward a more intuitive understanding of these parameter estimates, Fig. 4 displays the individual drift model posterior predictions of the probability to stay on the previously displayed symbol for each run length. Most lines are above .5 (indicating positive recency) and have a positive slope (indicating positive drift). A combination of both positive and negative recency occurs if the lines cross the dashed line at .5. Figure 4 also shows the observed mean probabilities of staying and the group-level prediction of the drift model, both of which are almost flat.
Model comparison
To decide whether the drift model or the stationary model is better suited to capture participants' behavior, we conducted a Bayesian model comparison on the individual level by means of the product-space method implemented in BUGS, which directly yields the Bayes factor (Carlin & Louis, 2009; Kruschke, 2010a) . This comparison implicitly takes model complexity and the choice of priors into account.
The results of the comparison indicated that 64 % of participants (n = 25) were better described by the (nested) stationary model; the remaining participants were better described by the more complex drift model. For all but two of the participants described better by the stationary model, Bayes factor estimates were below 3, indicating weak evidence (Kass & Raftery, 1995) . In contrast, the evidence for those identified as drift model users was stronger, as indicated by Bayes factors above 3 for most of these participants. For seven participants, the Bayes factor exceeded 10, indicating strong evidence (Kass & Raftery, 1995) .
Even though most individuals were described better by the stationary model, the drift model nevertheless provides a better description of the data at the group level, as indicated by the deviance information criterion (DIC; Spiegelhalter, Best, Carlin, & van der Linde, 2002) . For the drift model, the DIC equals 1,453, which is smaller (i.e., better) than the stationary model DIC of 1,467. This seems plausible, given that run length had a strong and systematic influence for some participants.
Betting
The average bet placed per round was 59 points, with considerable variance between participants (SD = 22) and trials (SD = 19) . To test whether people were more confident of bets placed on the continuation of a run than on its ending, we calculated the difference between the average betting amounts, after rescaling the bets of each individual (M = 0, SD = 1) to control for differences in absolute magnitude. On the group level, the mean difference was .2 (95 % confidence interval [CI 95 ] from .1 to .29), indicating that on average, participants' confidence was higher when betting on the continuation of a run (i.e., positive recency).
Betting behavior further highlights the importance of run length as predicted by the drift model. On average, bet amounts were positively correlated with run length (mean r = .07, CI 95 from .05 to .1). This correlation was higher for individuals characterized by a steeper slope (|β|) in the drift model (r = .35, CI 95 from .02 to .59). Thus, people who were more likely to change their prediction policy contingent on run length did so with higher confidence as run lengths increased.
Discussion
We assessed participants' choices in a prediction task with binary outcomes and compared two models of prediction strategies using hierarchical Bayesian techniques. Two important findings were obtained. First, prediction behavior was subject to considerable individual differences and included strategies that were not apparent in the averaged group data. Second, run length influenced the predictions of some, but not all, participants.
The group-level results of both models showed that predictions were characterized by positive recency-that is, the tendency to choose the outcome that had won on the last trial. This result is in line with previous work on outcome predictions (Scheibehenne, Wilke, & Todd, 2011) and the perception of random sequences (Falk & Konold, 1997) , and it seems plausible, given that on average the presented sequences were in fact slightly streaky. However, on the individual level, negative recency and indifference to previous outcomes were also observed. Similarly, although no significant influence of run length was observed on the group level, individual-level parameter estimates revealed that about a third of the participants did take run length into account. These participants were described better by the drift model than by the stationary model. Furthermore, several different prediction strategies were observed for these participants. Mostly, an initial propensity for either positive or negative recency became stronger as runs increased (see also Barron & Leider, 2010, and Sundali, 2005) , and this pattern was accompanied by higher bets for long runs. In another subgroup of participants, an initial propensity for positive recency decreased with run length, leading to the co-occurrence of both positive and negative recencies, a pattern previously observed at the group level by Jarvik (1951) .
In conclusion, our analyses revealed that prediction strategies varied across participants. Such variance has previously been found in a real-life investigation of roulette play (Sundali & Croson, 2006) , but laboratory studies on sequential effects in outcome predictions have largely focused on group-averaged data. Our results clearly highlight the importance of considering individual-level data, and suggest that some of the inconsistency about the nature of run length effects in previous studies might be explained by variance at the individual level.
Advantage of Bayesian techniques
Our results demonstrate that the application of hierarchical Bayesian model techniques provides a fruitful framework to quantify and test peoples' prediction strategies by taking both individual-and group-level data into account. The approach yielded exact and easily interpretable estimates for all model parameters and allowed for a rigorous model comparison taking model complexity into account (Lee, 2011; Scheibehenne, Rieskamp, & Wagenmakers, 2013) . This advantage might become even more important when testing possible extensions of the drift model in future research that would allow for more complex functional relationships between run length and recency, such as curvilinear trends, step functions, or concave trajectories (Altmann & Burns, 2005; Carlson & Shu, 2007) . Likewise, the ability to account for individual differences would allow for testing various differential influences on prediction strategies, such as age (Castel, Drolet Rossi, & McGillivray, 2012) or personality (Friedland, 1998) .
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